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gastroscopc from the cndoscopic point of view is that il must be passed
blindly and thus violates the chief principle of eiuloscopiV examination,
namely that every step should be carried out under dinvt vision.
Insertion of
instrument
If, however, an ocsophagoscopic examination shows the p.ullet to he
free from disease the careful passage of the semi-llc\ible ^astroscope
is not attended with danger. C1ocainc imaeslhesiiu as lor other cndo-
scopic examinations, is suflidenl, and the slonuicli should al\\a\s he
washed out as a preliminary measure. As the |',astroscope ean on in he
rotated in and out of the stomach and cannot he mo\ed sideways, it is
necessary, in order that the greatest possible area of mucous membtnne
ean come into view, so to arrange the position of the patient tluii he
may be moved as it were round the ^astroscope. The patient lies in the
left lateral position, the left leg being drawn up and Hexed and the upper
one extended. The head is supported by an assistant ami slightly e\
tended at the atlanto-oecipital joint. The passage of the ^astroscope
docs not present any unusual dillicnlty and with the co-operation of the
patient it can practically be swallowed. On no account should any Torre
be used. When the gastroseopc is in position the stomach should be
Appearances moderately inflated. Gastric encloscopy gives information about the
general size and shape of the viscus, the degree of activity of the peri-
stalsis, the amount and consistency of the mucus, the colour of the
mucous membrane, the appearance of the vessels, (he sites of haemor-
rhages, and the presence of hyperplasias, atrophies, and erosions.
Uses and
indications
Gastroscopy docs not detract from the value of radiology but is com-
plementary to it. In doubtful cases of carcinoma, in which the radio-
logical findings are indefinite, gastroscopy may be a decisive factor in
diagnosis, determining the decision to perform or avoid an operation.
Cases of doubtful gastro-jejunal ulcer have been confirmed, and un-
satisfactory symptoms persisting after gaslro-cntcrostomy have been
explained by direct inspection of the gastric mucous membrane.
Gastroscopy should not be carried out as a routine measure but only
in cases in which there is a definite indication for its employment,
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